The behaviour of a desolvation system based on microwave analysis. The degree of interference of the solvent in ICP-MS mainly depends on the amount reaching the plasma, and on heating (termed a microwave desolvation system, MWDS) with low acid concentration solutions was evaluated in its physical form (i.e., liquid or vapour) and nature (i.e., water, acids, organics, etc.).1,6,7 Acid solutions are widely used in inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. Studies included water, sulfuric acid, perchloric acid, nitric acid and atomic spectrometry techniques since they are often employed for solid sample digestion procedures and solution preserhydrochloric acid. The best performance of the MWDS was obtained at low liquid uptake rate and low acid concentrations.
vation. Moreover, the use of acid solutions provides several non-spectral interferences in the plasma, as has been compreThe analytical behaviour of the MWDS depends on the nature and composition of the solution used. In comparison with hensively studied in inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES).8, 9 The presence of solvent water, acid solutions provide up to four times higher ion intensities for the elements tested. In comparison with nitric influences the geometry and the excitation characteristics of the plasma and modifies the ion extraction process.2,10 These and hydrochloric acid, sulfuric and perchloric acid provide higher ion intensities but also higher CeO+/Ce+ ratios factors have a significant detrimental influence on the analytical figures of merit. whereas Ba2+/Ba+ ratios are lower. The limits of detection (LODs) are of the same order of magnitude for all acid Different schemes have been applied to overcome interferences in ICP-MS. Among them, multivariate analysis is one solutions used, unless the specific isotope/solvent combinations suffer from spectral interference. In comparison with the of the simplest methods.11,12 Other attempts such as mixed gas13 or helium14 plasmas, microwave induced plasmas15 and conventional sample introduction (CS) without desolvation system the MWDS provides between 2 and 14 times higher high-resolution instruments16,17 have also been reported. Nevertheless, the most promising way to overcome interion intensities for the isotopes tested. For nitric and hydrochloric acid solutions the MWDS gives rise to lower ferences in ICP-MS is through efficient solvent removal systems.18 CeO+/Ce+ ratios and higher Ba2+/Ba+ ratios. For sulfuric and perchloric acid these tendencies are the opposite. For the Different desolvation systems have been employed in ICP-MS in order to reduce the amount of solvent reaching isotopes that are not subject to interference, the LODs obtained with the MWDS are up to a factor of 10 lower than the plasma and, hence, the interferences. The simplest way consists of a cooled spray chamber.19,20 By cooling the spray those obtained with CS.
chamber, the solvent in vapour form is removed from the Keywords: Microwave desolvation; acid solution; inductively aerosol stream, reducing the solvent load into the plasma. coupled plasma mass spectrometry; oxide level; doubly-charged With these systems, a decrease in the noise level and in the ion level; polyatomic spectral interference ArO+ signal has been reported. 19 Better results have been obtained when two-unit (i.e., heater and condenser or solvent separator) desolvation systems have been employed for this Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is nowadays a widely used plasma-source mass spectrometry purpose.10,16,21-27 With these systems oxide and hydroxide formation has been reduced21,22,26 while analyte ion intensities technique. It is a versatile and powerful technique for trace and ultratrace elemental analysis in a variety of matrices. This are sometimes improved.22,25 Also, the reduction of chlorine-induced spectral interferences such as ArCl+ has success mainly results from its low limits of detection, wide linear range, high scanning velocity and the possibility of been reported. 16, 21 With these systems, the improvement in the analytical response depends, among other instrumental factors, obtaining isotopic information on the elements determined. Nevertheless, ICP-MS suffers from several problematic interon the design employed. In conventional desolvation systems, the aerosol is heated by means of a conduction-convection ferences.1,2 Among them, the spectral interferences caused by polyatomic ions are the largest and most difficult to avoid.
mechanism. This heating device suffers from some drawbacks such as high memory effects and poor signal and background These polyatomic ions are produced from atoms of the plasma gas, from entrained atmospheric gases and, mainly, from the stability.28 Alternative systems based on ultraviolet-visible29 and infrared30-33 radiation heating have been reported. solvent loaded into the plasma.
Considerable efforts have been made to develop alternative Recently, a desolvation system based on microwave aerosol heating has been presented and evaluated in ICP-AES.34-36 sample introduction methods in ICP-MS: laser ablation,3 electrothermal vaporization,4 hydride/vapour generation,5 etc.
With the microwave desolvation system (MWDS) and using Nevertheless, solution nebulization is nowadays the most water, improvements of about 2.5 times in the limits of common sample introduction method for routine ICP-MS detection (LODs) with respect to those obtained using a conventional desolvation system have been obtained.35 Using solutions of sulfuric and perchloric acid, the LODs obtained obtained with a commercial high-efficiency aerosol heating EVect of the nebulizer gas flow rate chamber constructed of polyphenylene sulfide (Perkin-Elmer Fig. 2(a) shows the effect of the nebulizer gas flow rate, Q g , on SCIEX, Norwalk, CT, USA) was used. This system will hencethe intensity of Rh+ obtained with the MWDS for water and forth be referred to as conventional sample introduction all the acids studied. For all the solutions tested, a maximum without desolvation system (CS).
in the Rh+ signal is observed when Q g is increased. This Argon gas flow rate was varied from 0.60 to 1.10 l min−1 by behaviour has also been observed for all the isotopes tested means of a single-channel mass flow controller. Liquid uptake and can be explained by taking into account a series of factors, rate was varied from 0.4 to 1.2 ml min−1 by means of a operating in opposite directions, which occur when Q g is peristaltic pump.
increased. Firstly, the aerosol generated by the nebulizer becomes finer37 and, hence, it is heated and transported more ICP-MS instrumentation efficiently since the solvent evaporation rate for small droplets is higher.38 Consequently, (i ) the analyte transport efficiency Mass intensities were measured by means of an ICP-MS increases, improving the ion intensity; and (ii) the amount of instrument (Model Elan 5000, Perkin-Elmer SCIEX). Table 1 lists the operating conditions employed. For the spectral interpretation, a software system based on data reduction of the measured total mass spectrum through multicomponent analysis was used.11
Reagents
Water and solutions of HCl, HNO 3 , HClO 4 and H 2 SO 4 at different concentrations (up to 0.4 mol l−1) were used. All the acids employed were of Suprapur quality (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Millipore Milli-Q water was used for dilution.
Test solutions containing 10 mg l−1 of each element were solvent in vapour form in the heating unit increases, causing the solvent removal efficiency to reduce38 and, hence, increasing the amount of solvent transported to the plasma.35 The higher amount of solvent loaded has a detrimental effect on the excitation characteristics of the plasma,39 causing a reduction in the ion intensity when Q g is increased. In addition, when Q g is increased the zone of the maximum density of singly charged ions in the central channel of the plasma shifts in the direction of the sampler cone, causing a maximum in the signal.20,40 Fig. 2(b) shows the effect of Q g on the CeO+/Ce+ and Ba2+/Ba+ ratios. It can be seen that, for all the solutions studied, the CeO+/Ce+ ratio increases and the Ba2+/Ba+ ratio decreases as Q g is increased. Similar results have been reported previously for other instruments and sample introduction systems.6,26,41 A higher amount of solvent transported to the plasma causes a higher amount of oxygen (i.e., higher oxide levels) and lower ionization efficiency of the plasma (i.e., lower doubly to singly charged ion ratio). Table 2 shows the effect of Q g on the Rh+ intensity and on the CeO+/Ce+ and Ba2+/Ba+ ratios with the CS and using HNO 3 . As can be seen, the results obtained with the CS are similar to those described for the MWDS. These effects have also been observed for all the isotopes and solutions tested and they have been previously described for different nebulizers Table 2 it can also be noticed that, Nevertheless, the remainder of the experiments were performed at Q g =0.8 l min−1. This is a compromise value that provides higher signals and lower oxide levels for all the solutions increased. First, the aerosol generated by the nebulizer becomes studied.
coarser,37 thus increasing the impaction losses of the aerosol against the inner walls of the spray chamber during the heating step. The solvent transport efficiency increases and the analyte EVect of the liquid uptake rate transport efficiency decreases.36 Second, the amount of aerosol and, hence, the amount of heat generated by the aerosol Fig. 3(a) shows the effect of the liquid uptake rate, Q l , on the Rh+ intensity obtained with the MWDS for water and all the through microwave absorption increases. This factor increases the vaporization rate of the solvent from the droplet's surface acids studied. Different behaviour of the Rh+ signal is observed depending on the solution considered. For water, the Rh+ and, thus, improves the analyte and solvent transport efficiencies. For water, in the range of Q l studied, the overall intensity slightly increases when Q l is increased whereas for all the acids studied the signal decreases. Such behaviour has been result of these factors produces a slight increase in the Rh+ signal [ Fig. 3(a) ] when Q l is increased. For acid solutions, since described previously36 and can be explained by taking into account two factors that take place simultaneously when Q l is they absorb microwave radiation more efficiently than water,43 the net effect of the above-mentioned factors is a reduction in is increased. The net result of both effects is the maximum in the ion intensity that is shown in Fig. 4(a) . This maximum, the Rh+ intensity when Q l is increased [ Fig. 3(a) ]. As regards the effect of Q l on the CeO+/Ce+ and Ba2+/Ba+ which has been observed for all the isotopes tested, is more pronounced for H 2 SO 4 and HClO 4 than for HNO 3 and HCl. ratios obtained with the MWDS, Fig. 3(b) indicates again two different types of behaviour when Q l is increased. For water Fig. 4(b) shows that for HNO 3 and HCl, the CeO+/Ce+ ratio does not change when the acid concentration changes. these ratios remain constant in the range of Q l studied. For acid solutions the CeO+/Ce+ ratio rises and the Ba2+/Ba+ For H 2 SO 4 and HClO 4 this ratio increases when the acid concentration is increased. As regards the effect of the acid ratio slightly decreases when Q l is increased. Such behaviour is in agreement with the fact that with the MWDS and acid concentration on the Ba2+/Ba+ ratio, Fig. 4(b) shows
From the results shown in Table 2 it can be seen that for the amount of solvent reaching the plasma is almost independent of the acid concentration,44 whereas for H 2 SO 4 and the CS in the range of Q l studied, the Rh+ intensity slightly increases when Q l is increased.41 Table 2 also shows that the HClO 4 , the amount of solvent reaching the plasma increases when the acid concentration is increased.36 CeO+/Ce+ ratio slightly increases whereas the Ba2+/Ba+ ratio remains constant when Q l is increased. On comparing the results obtained with the different solutions studied, from Fig. 4(a) it can be concluded that acid solutions give rise to higher Rh+ intensities ( between 1.3 and EVect of the acid concentration and solution nature 4.4 times higher, depending on the acid considered) than water. Fig. 4 (a) also shows that, at concentrations of acid lower Ion migration is one of the mechanisms of microwave absorpthan 0.2 mol l−1, the Rh+ intensities obtained for the different tion.43 Hence, for a solution, the ability to heat by absorption acids tested are in the order: H 2 SO 4 >HClO 4 >>HNO 3 > of microwave radiation depends, among other factors, on its HCl. ionic conductance. Therefore, acid solutions have a greater
As regards the relative influences of the acids studied on the capacity than water to be heated by means of microwave CeO+/Ce+ and Ba2+/Ba+ ratios, Fig. 4 Fig. 4(a) shows the effect of the acid concentration and
The relative behaviour of H 2 SO 4 could be related to its higher nature on the Rh+ signal. It can be seen that, for all the acids ionic conductance (this acid shows the highest H 3 O+ concentested, when the acid concentration is increased, the Rh+ tration).36,43,45 Although the ionic conductance of the solutions intensity rises to a maximum at concentrations of 0.05 mol l−1 of HCl, HNO 3 and HClO 4 is similar, their analytical response and then decreases. This behaviour has been previously is different [ Fig. 4(a) ]. Furthermore, the drop size distributions described for H 2 SO 4 and HClO 4 36 and can be explained by of the aerosols generated with all these solutions are simiconsidering that the higher reduction in the droplet's size, lar8,36,44 since there are no differences between their physical which would tend to improve the transport of analyte, is properties (i.e., surface tension, viscosity, etc.) at the levels of counterbalanced by the higher amount of solvent in vapour concentration studied. Therefore, the impaction losses of the form generated in the heating unit when the acid concentration aerosol against the inner walls of the spray chamber in the heating unit should be similar for all the acids studied. When attempting to explain the different analytical behaviour of the acid solutions tested, it should be taken into account that microwave radiation heating takes place by the interaction between the electrical component of the electromagnetic wave and the matter.43 It is well-known that the aerosol generation process produces charged droplets, the charge of which depends on the nature and composition of the solution from which the aerosol has been generated.46,47 The differences observed between the different microwave heating behaviour of the aerosols tested might be attributed to their different charge since, depending on its magnitude, the interaction between the microwave field and the matter would be different. Table 2 shows that, under the experimental conditions used in this work, no effect of the acid concentration and nature on the Rh+ intensity and on the CeO+/Ce+ and Ba2+/Ba+ ratios was observed with the CS.
Comparison of the analytical performance of the MWDS with that of the CS

Sensitivity
In order to evaluate the benefits of the MWDS in ICP-MS, Table 3 , from which it can be noticed that the ion intensities obtained with the MWDS are, for all the isotopes tested, higher than those for Xe and Kr. Evidently, these three species are introduced into the plasma from the argon gas. Since the argon flow rates obtained with the CS. For water, HCl and HNO 3 the ion intensities obtained with the MWDS are between 2.2 and 4.8 are exactly the same for both the MWDS and the CS, these different signals can be attributed to the different plasma times higher than those obtained with the CS. When H 2 SO 4 and HClO 4 are used, the ion intensities obtained with the behaviour arising from the two sample introduction systems.
In addition, for all the solutions studied, significantly higher MWDS are between 10.2 and 14.4 times higher than those obtained with the CS. Improvements in the analyte ion intensignals for Si were found with the MWDS than with the CS. The higher Si ion intensities in the background mass spectra sity with desolvation have also been described elsewhere.22,25,33 Using a desolvation system based on the heating of the aerosol are probably due to the present design of the MWDS with a glass spray chamber. The heating of the sample solutions in by means of a conduction-convection mechanism, an enhancement of 2-5 times has been reported. 22 Higher enhancement the spray chamber will cause degradation and, hence, introduce Si as a contaminant species into the plasma. factors have been reported with an infrared-based desolvation system (about 10 times)33 or with an ultrasonic nebulizer- Table 4 presents the intensities of the most relevant polyatomic ions detected in the background mass spectra of the membrane desolvation separation interface ( between 5 and 25 times depending on the isotope tested). 25 MWDS relative to the intensities obtained with the CS for all the solutions tested. In all cases, two common interferences were observed with both systems. The first is the interference Precision due to ArO+ at m/z 56, which overlaps the major isotope of iron. In this case, the signals obtained with both the MWDS As can be seen in Table 3 , the RSD of the ion intensities and the CS are similar (about 340 000 counts s−1) for all the obtained with the CS is, for all the solutions and isotopes acid solutions with the exception of HClO 4 , for which the considered, about 1-3%. With the MWDS the precision of background signal is twice as high in the MWDS. The second the ion intensities depends on the solution employed. Using interference observed for both systems and all the solutions water, HCl and HNO 3 , the RSD values obtained for the studied is due to the presence of ArO+ and ArC+ at m/z 52. MWDS are about 2-3%. When H 2 SO 4 and HClO 4 are used, These ions overlap the major isotope of chromium. At this the RSD of the signal is higher with the MWDS than with the m/z value an average signal of 1200 counts s−1 is observed CS (2-5 and 1-3%, respectively). The fast evaporation of the with the CS. The polyatomic background signal obtained with droplets reduces the stability of the system. 28 the MWDS is about 3 times higher for all the solutions. For water, HNO 3 and H 2 SO 4 , these higher signals are due to the CeO+/Ce+ and Ba2+/Ba+ ratios contribution from ArC+ since the contribution from ArO+ is the same for both systems. This conclusion is in agreement Table 3 also shows that the CeO+/Ce+ ratio values obtained with the higher intensities of C (at m/z=12 and 13) observed for water, HCl and HNO 3 and with the MWDS are between with the MWDS. For HCl and HClO 4 , contributions from 2.6 and 3.3 times lower than those obtained with the CS. These ClOH+ were found in addition to the other species observed results indicate the lower amount of solvent loaded into the at m/z=52 (i.e., ArO+ and ArC+). The contribution from this plasma with the MWDS. This fact gives rise to slightly higher chlorine-induced polyatomic ion at m/z=52 was estimated for (1.2 times higher) values of the Ba2+/Ba+ ratios with the both the MWDS and the CS. A relative contribution of about MWDS than with the CS. Nevertheless, the oxide levels observed with the MWDS for these solutions are higher than those reported with other desolvation systems provided with a membrane25 (CeO+/Ce+ about 0.1%) or cryogenic21 Background mass spectrum
The behaviour of the MWDS was also evaluated by measuring
the background mass spectrum for the different solutions than with the CS. Similar signal enhancements were observed 1 and 6 was found for HCl and HClO 4 solutions, respectively. magnitude irrespective of the solution employed. Hence, the higher sensitivities obtained with the MWDS for H 2 SO 4 and These factors are similar to the ClO+ contributions observed for these solvents at m/z=51.
HClO 4 compared with those obtained for water, HCl and HNO 3 (Table 3 ) are counterbalanced by the higher flicker As regards the remainder of the interferences observed, Table 4 also shows that with HCl a higher signal of ArCl+ noise level. Data shown in Table 5 also reveal that for the isotope/ was observed with the MWDS than with the CS. When H 2 SO 4 and HClO 4 are used, the background ion intensities observed solvent combinations that are not affected by any background interference, the LODs obtained with the MWDS are lower with the MWDS are, in general, higher than those obtained with the CS. These results are due to the higher amount of (up to a factor of 10) than those obtained with the CS. This situation is different for the isotopes that suffer from spectral solvent that is transported to the plasma for these solutions with the MWDS. Finally, from Table 4 it can be seen that for interferences. Thus, for 52Cr+ the LODs obtained using water, HCl and HNO 3 are similar for both the MWDS and the CS. H 2 SO 4 at m/z=98, a signal of about 800 counts s−1 was obtained with the CS. This signal is probably due to the In this case, the higher sensitivities obtained with the MWDS (Table 3) are counterbalanced by the higher background sigpresence of H 2 SO 4 +. With the MWDS no significant signal was found at this m/z and, hence, the interference was reduced nals (Table 4 ). Using HClO 4 and H 2 SO 4 , these LODs are about two times lower with the MWDS than with the CS. For by a factor of 10.
56Fe+ the MWDS provides LODs that are a factor of 2 lower than those given by the CS. The LODs obtained for 75As+ Rinse-out times using HCl and HClO 4 are similar with both systems. For 51V+ and using HCl, the MWDS improves the LOD by a factor of The rinse-out profiles obtained with the MWDS and with the 3, whereas for HClO 4 both the MWDS and the CS show CS were compared. With the MWDS, the Rh+ ion intensity similar values of the LOD. Using H 2 SO 4 , the LODs of 48Ti+, decreases to 0.1% of its steady-state value 75 s after the signal 64Zn+, 72Ge+ and 98Mo+ are degraded owing to several sulfurstarts to decrease. This time is about 10 s longer than the containing polyatomic ion interferences ( Table 3 ). The MWDS rinse-out time required for the CS under the experimental improves these LODs by a factor of 2, and 40 times in the conditions employed in this work. Similar results were reported latter case. using an infrared-based desolvation system.32
CONCLUSIONS
L imits of detection
From the results shown in this work it is clear that the MWDS LODs were calculated according to the 3s criterion, where s is a good choice for low acid concentration sample introduction is the standard deviation of the blank. The s values were in ICP-MS even when sulfuric and perchloric acid are used. estimated using the approach described by Nevertheless, in our opinion, these results could be improved. RSD={a2+[b/(Z×t)]}1/2
(1) In order to obtain better precision the microwave power control device should be modified so that the applied power where RSD (%) is the relative standard deviation of the signal, could be varied and the design of the spray chamber should Z is the background signal, t is the integration time and a and be changed. The length and diameter of the present design b are coefficients which represent the flicker noise and the shot should be increased or the shape should be optimized in order noise, respectively. With ion counting, the value of b is 104.
to reduce the impaction losses of the aerosol against the walls For a given instrument and sample introduction system, the of the spray chamber. In addition, changing the material from value of a is given by the value of the RSD obtained at higher which the spray chamber is constructed should lead to a signals. Under the conditions of this work, the highest signals reduction in the contaminant silicon species observed in the were obtained for Rh+ and, hence, the RSD values obtained backgrounds obtained with the MWDS. Finally, the replaceunder each condition at this m/z were used for a. ment of the condensers in the cooling step with a more efficient For all the solutions tested, the LODs calculated for different vapour removal system would help to reduce the interferences isotopes and both the MWDS and the CS are presented in ICP-MS. in Table 5 .
Firstly, Table 5 shows that for the isotopes that do not suffer from interferences due to the presence of solvent in the plasma, The authors thank the DGICyT (Spain) for financial support (Project PB95-0693) and Dr. L. Gras for his useful comments. the LODs obtained with the MWDS are of the same order of 
